Nice 'N' Spicy at Yarls Restaurant Review

“Hurry up, let’s go!”
I was curious as to why my father was so excited to bring my sister and I to this restaurant.
We all had long since given up on finding our ideal weekly Indian location, with several
members of my family becoming ill shortly thereafter. As sad as it may be, we had slowly
grown to accept that, perhaps, our standards were just too high. That being said, my father
beamed proudly that a friend had introduced him to the restaurant, and he was determined
to bring us along too.
This was a considerable shock. Impressing my father via his stomach is something very few
restaurants have achieved and so, naturally, such a high recommendation immediately
peaked my interest.
My jaded mindset immediately dissolved once we arrived to the beautifully designed
restaurant. The brightly colored red walls beamed in the reflection of the glowing sunlight
through the high glass windows, accentuating the invitingly open seating arrangement.. A
few tables were occupied but we immediately moved into the middle of the restaurant,
providing us with ample opportunity to study the restaurant.
The food and drinks station, situated against the right wall, were kept separate but open to
the patrons with the kitchen doors situated at the back of the open room. Every station was
immediately identifiable, allowing patrons to study at what was available.
The drinks were deliciously fresh and the food was genuinely outstanding; not that we had to
wait long. Within a couple of minutes of sitting down, our drinks were promptly delivered
and our food swiftly followed. Despite several other tables filled with hungry patrons, the
kitchen staff were consummate professionals at work and were undeterred as our
conversations barely grew stale as the delicious meals were swiftly delivered to us.
We were genuinely stunned at the amount of options provided for us, with the vegetarian
and non-vegetarian meals both impressing. The portions were more than generous,
providing patrons with a large variety of Sri Lankan cuisine. The food was extremely rich in
taste and very much authentic in style, as my father smiled whilst taking another bite.
Despite us happily devouring what was served, my family agreed that ‘this’ wasn’t enough
and we just HAD to order takeaway for our evening meals. “It’s for Mum for she finishes
work”, we all nodded to one another, as we ordered dish after dish to the smiling staff.
As I leaned back while sipping my hot tea, it suddenly dawned on me that my stomach still
felt relatively light - a clear sign that the ingredients used were fresh and unblemished with
oversaturated oil.
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Nice “N’ Spicy at Yarls proudly claim to have “Banana Leaf At Its Best”; a statement that I am
proud to say is the bonafide truth. My family are very proud patrons and all have agreed
that this restaurant would be our new regular dining spot. With such a wide variety of
options on offer, this establishment should be on speed dial for every family that craves
world class cuisine at more than affordable prices.

Thank you, and see you soon!

- Sharad Vemalanathan
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